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Strategic Plan Update 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2012 and 2013 strategic planning efforts focused on developing strategic plans for every agency within the Department of Safety and for the first time creating a Department-wide strategic plan. Every Safety agency has an operational strategic plan and we have a baseline Department-wide plan that emphasizes how our core public safety strategies (prevention, emergency response, enforcement, and corrections) align with and support the Mayor’s priorities of Kids, Jobs, and Safety Net while emphasizing the values of Sustainability and the Customer Experience



Mission-Level Metrics:  
Measuring Public Safety 

   ? 
Positive since last report Negative since last report No trend change In development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a dashboard perspective of our Department-wide metrics.  We measure both Perceptions of and Actual Public Safety, and will discuss the red-highlighted metrics with you today.   New since our last readout are the metrics around Disciplinary Process Reforms, Customer Experience Feedback, and 911 Speed of Answer.  



National Citizen Survey: 
Perceptions of Safety 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, the National Citizens Survey provides a high-level overview to all City agencies about perceptions of City services, including Safety-related services. The good new is that overall, trends relating to Safety services are flat – there have been no significant gains or losses from 2012 to 2013 and perceptions of individual Safety services have remained relatively steady over a 10 year period. However, due to the high-level questions asked in the survey and also changes made to the questions this year, we are limited as to the depth and scope of information we received from it.Strategies to better understand perceptions of Safety include adding a Safety representative to the RFP committee for selecting the next survey vendor and planning customer feedback efforts in 2014 to better understand the perceptions of safety in the community  



Disciplinary Process Reforms: 
Perceptions of Safety 
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•2014 GOAL: Maintain 
timeliness and 
continue finding 
efficiencies  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of our new Department-wide metrics gauges the progress we as a Department are making with evaluating and reforming our internal disciplinary processes at the agency, Department, and City levels.  We specifically measure the timeliness of our response to the public (which breaks down to a timely investigation and disciplinary process and timely closure communication to the complainant)   This is an important indicator of perceptions regarding public safety because the timeliness and quality of our investigations and disciplinary process correlates to the public’s confidence in our ability to maintain the highest ethical and performance standards while serving the community.   Since this is a new metric, we will be reporting out today on the baseline status of our three largest agencies with regard to their investigations and discipline process reviews. There were two significant strategies that impacted this metric during 2013: Civil Service Commission changes to Rule 12 (governing the disciplinary appeals process for sworn Police and Fire employees) and establishing a Conduct Review Office in both the Police and Sheriff’s Departments.   These two strategies have significantly decreased the amount of time it takes to issue a disciplinary order (by streamlining the internal case review process and eliminating disparity in recommendations from multiple levels of supervisors) and to resolve disciplinary appeals (reducing the timeline and burden of proof for the appeal process) Specific stats: These two strategies have reduced the time it takes DPD to impose discipline (from investigation to final outcome) by approximately 50% (average of 105 days to 60).  DSD is currently establishing their metrics, but has co-located its Conduct Review Office with DPD’s to share resources and has set an internal goal of reducing investigation time and increasing staffing.



Innovation Plan 

Where we ARE: Where we are GOING: 

Department of Safety Strategic Plan Department of Public Safety Strategic Plan 2.0 

5 Department-wide metrics 9 Department-wide metrics 

NCS and limited issue-specific existing survey 
mechanisms 

Developing a Customer Experience working group and 
establishing Department-wide metrics 

Individual agency and program efforts around 
youth substance deterrence and education 

Proactive and collaborative alignment of resources 
and capacity within the Mayor’s plan around youth 
education and deterrence regarding marijuana 

Completed “deep dive” review of the Cadet 
Program, developed mission statement and 
strategic plan. 

Conducting a comprehensive Value Stream and 
Return on Investment analysis regarding the Cadet 
program mission and structure 

ICJ Project Implementation (US&C) Leverage US&C through ITT, Fingerprinting in the 
Field, and other technologies 

Individual agency and program research and 
investment into specific strategies around 
mental health 

Conducting a comprehensive resource and gap 
analysis around mental health and the Denver 
criminal justice system 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- I will now highlight for you our Department-wide Innovation Plan for 2014.  



Innovation Plan: 
Strategic Plan 2.0 

Goal: Build on Safety Department-Wide Strategic Plan 
Strategy: 1. Map agency operational tactics to functional buckets and Mayoral 

priorities 
 

2. Evaluate and refine Department-wide Metrics 
 

3. Identify critical priorities (2014 and long-range) 
 

4. Establish Department-wide performance- and metric-based internal 
reporting schedule and process (i.e., CORE) 
 

Impact: Align Safety and agency priorities and tactics to mayoral priorities of 
Kids, Jobs, Safety Net, Sustainability and Customer Experience. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first innovation is to build upon the baseline Department-wide strategic plan and truly embed it into the culture of the agencies comprising the Department of Safety.  Our strategies around this innovation include analyzing and, where necessary, refining our core service strategies and operational tactics within the agencies to make sure each one ties up to the Mayor’s priorities.  We will then prioritize those strategies and tactics at the Department level to insure our agencies’ priorities are consistent with the overall mission of the Department of Public Safety and aligned with the Mayor’s priorities for the City. Additionally, our 2014 strategy will be to build an internal accountability mechanism into our Department culture to make sure these strategies and tactics remain proactive priorities in the constantly shifting, reactive world of public safety services.  



Innovation Plan: 
Discipline Metric 

Strategy 1: Add Administrator II dedicated to 
DSD discipline 

Strategy 2: Maintain timeliness by realizing 
zero requests for extension of time 

Strategy 3: Issue Disciplinary Order within 15 
day timeline with fewer requests for 

additional investigation 

Strategy 4: Continue finding efficiencies to 
further streamline the overall disciplinary 

process 

GOAL: Optimize discipline-
related staffing and work 
product in the Executive 

Director’s Office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second piece of our innovation plan involves goals around some of our Department-wide metrics, and I will discuss those over the next few slides.   Regarding our Disciplinary Process Reforms metric, our goal is to streamline the issuance of disciplinary orders within the Executive Director’s office.  As the agencies work to evaluate and improve their work product and timeliness, our goal is to do the same.   Currently, one Deputy Executive Director handles all review of disciplinary files and recommendations, issues the disciplinary orders, and testifies in defense of the order when the matter is appealed.  We are adding an Administrator II to the Executive Director’s office to expand the resources and capacity to the discipline order process. Anticipated gains from adding this Administrator II include a dedicated resource for DSD as they continue their investigations process review and refining of the Conduct Review Office.   Adding the Administrator II is anticipated to more evenly distribute the workload around discipline matters, freeing up the Deputy Executive Director’s time for other tasks In 2013, DSD sent 46 disciplinary case recommendations to the MOS office.  33 of those required a thorough review of the case file.  8 were sent back for extensions of time.  Of the disciplinary orders issued, 11 (30%) were issued on the 15th(last) day and 11 cases (30%) were issued on days 12-14.  Our belief is that by redistributing the workload and involving the Administrator II at the front end of the process, the Executive Director’s office will be able to streamline the amount of time it takes to issue the disciplinary orders for DSD.   



Innovation Plan: 
Industry Ratings Metric 

Goal: Increase and Enhance Agency Accreditations and Industry Ratings 

Strategy: 1. Support PSYP application for acceptance to Georgetown 
accreditation process 
 

2. Support DFD proactive ISO retention planning 

Impact: Solidify agency protocols as meeting the best practices of their industry 
(safety net and customer experience).  Direct impact to commercial 
insurance premiums (sustainability and jobs). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accreditations and Industry Ratings are a measure of our agencies subscribing to best practices in their areas of expertise, therefore increasing actual public safety.   We are currently collecting all of the different best practices accreditations and ratings held by Safety agencies and working with the agencies to determine where obtaining an accreditation or rating will benefit their service deliver to the community.   Two examples of this involve the Youth Programs division and Fire Department. Youth Programs is seeking acceptance into the inaugural Juvenile Diversion Certificate Program through Georgetown University, which will bring together criminal justice system partners committed to strengthening juvenile diversion in their communities.  The program seeks to balance public safety, offender accountability and competency development, and is trauma-informed.  The program’s goal is to optimize juvenile diversion programming to reduce formal processing and incarceration, avoid wasteful spending, reduce the collateral consequences youth encounter from exposure to the juvenile justice system, and improve outcomes for youth and families  The Insurance Service Organization (ISO) rating evaluates the Fire Department’s ability to suppress fires.  This is an objective, country-wide standard that helps agencies plan and budget for facilities, equipment, and training.  The ISO rating directly impacts commercial fire insurance premiums, which directly impacts the desirability of Denver as a place to do business.  Denver’s rating of 2 demonstrates that Denver Fire’s investment in fire mitigation is a proven and reliable predictor of future fire losses.  Denver Fire’s next scheduled ISO review will not occur until 2019 or 2020, however, we have committed to proactively reviewing areas of opportunity and insure that budgeting and planning efforts around staffing, equipment, and facilities are aligned with the ISO evaluation factors. 



Innovation Plan: 
Customer Experience Metric 

Goal: Define Customer Experience Metric Framework and Baseline 

Strategy: 1. Establish Safety-wide CE team 
 

2. Identify available and desired CE data sets (establish baseline) 
 

3. Develop CE Plan (metrics, responsibilities, tracking) 

Impact: Enhance service delivery based on communication with and feedback from 
citizens and other customers (customer experience). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During our previous strategic planning efforts, the Department identified the need for a metric regarding customer feedback to gauge perceptions of safety service delivery.  However, we had not done a deep-dive into the mechanisms for obtaining that feedback or narrowed the scope of information we sought.   In 2014, the Department is committing to create a “customer experience strategic plan.”  First, we will establish a Safety-wide team to identify what sources of information we want to analyze, what City agencies we can leverage to add to the available data, and what feedback mechanisms will get a comprehensive picture of citizen perceptions.  This team will also identify and prioritize strategies to usefully collect, analyze, and use the data to improve the customer experience.  We expect that, after obtaining baseline data, we will then be able to identify areas of opportunity in our service delivery where we can improve, automate, or otherwise streamline the customer experience.



Innovation Plan: 
Customer Service & Employee Engagement 

GOAL 1:  Expand proactive pre-retirement training offerings for all employees. 

Strategy: 1. Sworn Members:  Design a proactive 
retirement training curriculum 

2. Civilian Employees: Partner with Denver 
Employee Retire Plan (DERP) Representatives 
to schedule Pre-Retirement Planning Meetings 
at Safety locations and non-business hours.  

1. In-process (2-3 trainings 
by Q4 2014) 
 
 
 

2. Deadline: Q4 2014 
Impact: Creating a positive customer experience when planning for retirement and reduce 

HR staff time spent walking individual employees through options.  
GOAL 2: Create a comprehensive Safety employee feedback process 
Strategy: 1. Develop consistent, standard exit interview 

mechanism for sworn employees 
 

2. Develop and implement “stay interviews” to 
increase employee retention 

1. Deadline: Pilot launch Q4 
2014 
 

2. Deadline: Pilot launch by Q4 
2014 

Impact: Understanding why employees choose to separate before retirement eligibility will 
reduce the turnover rate and increase ROI (recruiting, training, etc.) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A third piece of our Innovation plan addresses employee engagement.  Our goals are to increase employee engagement through optimal customer service regarding the pre-retirement planning process and obtaining employee feedback.   Prior to 2013, sworn DFD members seeking information about the Deferred Retirement Option Plan (DROP) process had to sit down individually with a Human Resources staff member to discuss the forms, paperwork, and planning process.  In 2013, Safety HR began offering quarterly Pre-Retirement Planning Meetings.  Sworn DFD members enrolled in DROP or eligible to enroll are invited to attend.  In 2014, Safety HR plans to extend that Pre-Retirement Planning Meeting model to all Safety employees (civilian and sworn and in all agencies).  Safety HR is developing metrics to track these strategies. Safety HR is also working to create a streamlined yet comprehensive employee feedback process.  Currently sworn DPD personnel complete a 5 page Exit Questionnaire that requires written responses to many of the questions.  These Questionnaires are completed, filed away, and not used for succession planning purposes.  In 2014, Safety HR will partner with OHR’s Analytics team to design an electronic exit survey. Safety HR is also developing a pilot stay interview program with top performing employees to increase job retention and job satisfaction.  The initial interviews will be completed with employees who obtained an “Outstanding” ranking on their 2013 PEPR evaluation.    Safety HR will complete these goals by leveraging their PEAK Academy Black Belts to lead the identified strategies.



Innovation Plan: 
Mayor Priority JOBS 

 
 

 
 

Goal: Align the Cadet Program Mission and Structure to Public Safety and Citizen Values and 
Needs 
Strategy: 1. Complete Value Stream and Return on Investment Analyses on the 

Cadet Program 
 

2. Partner with Safety agencies to evaluate Program training and education 
alignment with Agency needs and values 
 

3. Partner with City agencies and Community entities to evaluate Program 
accessibility, mission, and untapped value. 

Impact: The Cadet Program purpose is to develop diverse and well-qualified recruits 
for Denver sworn public safety academies (sustainability and jobs). Its 
Recruiting focus is on Denver students (kids, customer experience) because 
the Department of Safety strives to maintain a workforce that reflects the 
population it serves (diversity, values, community investment).  Reaffirming 
the Value Stream and Return on Investment of the Cadet Program insures 
that the Department of Safety is engaged in continuous improvement and 
committed to being good stewards of taxpayer funds while providing jobs 
both now and in future.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cadet Program contains 3 key value streams: Education, Training, and Diversity.  In 2014, our Department goal is to conduct a Return on Investment analysis of those value streams to insure they are aligning with agency and citizen priorities. Currently, Cadets receive paid tuition at one of three educational institutions.  We need to evaluate whether limiting the available educational options is providing the best return on that taxpayer investment both for Cadets and Safety agencies.  The options we are exploring include expanding the educational partners, changing to a stipend-based reimbursement, and expanding the degree and certification educational objectives which qualify for reimbursement. Similarly, we will explore expanding career placement options beyond the Police and Fire academies.  Where else in the City can these Cadets take jobs and develop careers after their time in the Cadet Program? Finally, how do we connect the dots on diversity?  As the final piece of this innovation, we will also need to define “diversity” for the purposes of the Cadet program.  This program is a critical feeder for our sworn academies, and we have the opportunity to conduct strategic recruitment for a variety of populations – Denver residents, veterans, various ages or educational pursuits.



Innovation Plan: 
Mayor Priority KIDS 

Mayor’s Plan on Youth MJ Education 
and Deterrence  

Department of Public Safety Agencies 

Strategy 1: Safety 
agency assessment of 
efforts and resources 

Strategy 2: Centralized 
Safety contact to 

coordinate Mayor’s 
needs with Safety 

capacity  

GOAL: Align Safety 
agencies with 

Mayor’s priorities 

Strategy 3: Optimize 
Safety resources and 

capacity beyond 
enforcement  alone 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mayor’s office is developing Citywide strategy and plan around youth education and deterrence.  Safety is expected to be a key partner in Citywide efforts. To prepare, we are working to align our programs, priorities, and goals around youth and marijuana to complement the Mayor’s priorities and goals.  Our goal is to be ready when the Mayor calls (what resources do we have, what capacity do we have, what methods of connecting with youth populations do we have, what do we already do).- Examples of where Safety can be a resource/support to the Mayor’s goals:  Public Safety Youth Programs existing capacity to provide outreach to youth and families, conduct needs assessments and case plans, and supervise alternatives to traditional corrections mechanisms.  Denver Juvenile Services Center houses a full spectrum of resources for Denver youth including mental health and substance education and deterrence.  The Cadet Program has partnerships with local schools and frequently serves as the youth face of the Department of Safety at recruitment and community events.  These are just a few examples of the current efforts and partnerships the Department of Safety can bring to the table in support of the Mayor’s goals around youth marijuana education and deterrence.     - Strategy: looking to the collective impact approach we have successfully used in the GRID initiative and Fleet Optimization model: Identify current efforts and resource capacity of Safety agencies and departments around youth education and deterrence.  Partner with Mayor’s Office, Marijuana Advisory Council, and other City agencies to best leverage Safety resources to further Mayor’s goals.  Within Safety, use strategy of central point of coordination of services, providers, and operational efforts by individual agencies.  



Innovation Plan: 
Mayor Priority SAFETY NET 

US&C 

ITT FitF 

Fingerprinting in the Field Pilot 
 
• Leverages Unified Summons & Complaint 
and Integrated Traffic Ticketing 
 

•GOAL: Correctly identify arrestee at earliest 
opportunity 
 

•STATUS: Drafting business case to proceed 
with pilot and implementation costs 
 

•Waiting for TS cellular 4G LTE network 
implementation in patrol cars 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background (why are we looking at FitF): Builds off of investments already made in US&C (Unified Summons and Complaint), ITT (Integrated Traffic Ticketing), and mobile wireless in patrol cars.  Due to full implementation of those projects, the capability will now exist to use fingerprinting in the field whereas before it would have not been an option.  Key anticipated benefits from Fingerprinting in the Field:- Arresting the Right People: By correctly identifying arrestees in the field, significant downstream and societal savings (time to research and correct records in multiple agencies, legal costs to misidentified prisoner lawsuits, social costs to wrongful arrest, importance of accuracy in arresting the right people) will be realized- Not detaining (or extending the detainment of) the Wrong People: It is clearly in the public’s interest that law enforcement agencies take safeguards to insure innocent or misidentified people are not wrongfully detained, and to use the tools available to resolve questions of identity quickly and accurately.- Officer Safety: If officers know who they are dealing with and possible cautions (mental health issues, violence/anger management issues, dangerous crimes, open warrants) if the person is known to DPD- Business case is still in development, so the anticipated gains are not yet fully measured. We expect the return on investment payback will be 5 years or less due to hard dollar savings (decreased liability, court and law enforcement costs, time to investigate or litigate allegations of misidentification or wrongful detention).- The pilot is waiting for Technology Services to stabilize the 4g LTE network for the patrol car environment.  



External Sustainability Innovation: 
Connecting the Dots on Mental Health 

System 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- The impacts of mental health issues cannot be ignored and have in many instances fallen into the Safety Net to manage with limited capacity and knowledge of these issues.  Work has been done in Denver and the metro county area to identify the effects of mental health on the criminal justice system and strategize collaboratively around addressing those impacts.  - The Department of Safety spans more than the criminal justice system, it is truly a full spectrum of emergency safety net services and therefore the time has come to engage in not only conversation but action regarding mental illness and its impacts on both the Public Safety Department and the citizens of Denver through 3 core strategies:- 1. Conduct a facilitated gap and resource analysis amongst all Department of Safety agencies (including Police, Fire, and Sheriff) and partners such as Denver Health using the INTERCEPT Model (define 5 common touchpoints, each agency identifies policies and areas of opportunity at each touchpoint.  This will lead to identifying and prioritizing common gaps or areas of opportunity.  2. Develop and institutionalize a downstream impact analysis throughout the public safety spectrum.  For example, if DPD hires 100 new officers, what impacts will that have on DSD and Community Corrections?  If Public Safety Youth Programs operates the Juvenile Services Center with a mental health practitioner on-site, what impact does that have on the Juvenile Docket in the courts?  We must take a big-picture view of the impacts of initiatives and strategies we use around mental health so we are not in the end putting a band-aid on one gap which merely shifts that gap downstream to another agency or partner.3. Expand our efforts and strategies around employee wellness.  Public Safety employees suffering from vicarious trauma and PTSD due to the work they perform serving our community will inevitably suffer the effects of that work: decreased quality of life, increased substance abuse, depression, anxiety, as well as potentially increased incidents of force and customer service-related complaints.  Their quality of life is negatively impacted by higher rates of divorce, suicide and alcohol abuse, than persons who do not work in public safety. We as a community need our public safety employees to be physically and mentally healthy to protect and serve our community.  By examining and increasing our Safety Wellness Initiative, we will directly benefit the community as well as our employees.   - To accomplish this, we will use the collective impact approach (used previously in the GRID Initiative and Fleet Optimization).  The Executive Director’s Office will take the lead on these 3 strategies, coordinating the conversation about resources and operational policies and procedures amongst our subject matter experts (the agencies and departments). 



• Jail to Community Reentry 
Program 
 

• Front-End Users Pilot 
Project 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will provide an update regarding some of the goals and strategies within the Department of Safety strategic Plan.  At this time, I am turning the presentation over to some of our subject matter experts in those goals and strategies to discuss them. 



CPCC – Jail to Community Reentry 2013:  
Jobs 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

GOAL: Increase participation and successful  completion of  Jail to Community 
Reentry to 700 (15%) 

Strategy:  Jail Based  1. Centralize service provision in County Jail Building 24 
 

2. Reconfigure staff assignments to focus on job training, 
placement, and retention 

Strategy :  Targeted Services 1. Expedite cognitive skills training curriculum from 6 weeks 
to 3 
 

2. Reconfigure staff assignments to focus on job training, 
placement, and retention 

Impact: • Increase total number served in the jail and community  15% 
•Increase number of persons in jail served by 14% 
• Increase cognitive skill training completion by 46% 
• Increase job placement by 30%; target full time placement  
• Increase jail bed savings through “Earn time” (anticipate 
$123,900 in jail bed savings per year)   
• Reduce recidivism by 3% (goal 25%)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regi Huerter, CPCC Began jail reentry in 2007.  Chosen to be the first large jail selected for the National Institute of Corrections and Urban Institute, Transition Jail to Community practice model.  This model is an evidence-based reentry model.  Services focus on a totally voluntary Misd. and some General Sessions populations that had not historically received services. Efforts over time have gone from a wide approach to a targeted approach focused on what the literature shows “what works”  - use of actuarial assessments, case-management, cognitive skills and employment training and placement. In 2013,  607 persons were served - 307 in the jail; 300 in the community – of those - 222 (74%) were new in 2013; 78 (26%)  continuing from 2012.    TARGET:  2014We are fortunate to have a strong working relationship with the Denver Sheriff Department.   Currently, inmates are selected by DSD staff to attend classes.  This limits the access to persons to attend classes.  Implementing a new effort to provide full services to all inmates in Building 24 – three pods, 64 persons per pod. This will allow earlier access and more comprehensive programming including case management, assessments, early reentry planning, cognitive skills, job education and placement after release. We can increase number served in jail by 14%.  Current sentence is avg of 88 days.  Target 350 inmates.  Overall, target to serve 700 offender between the community and jail.  Increase of 15%. In general about 20% of cases carry from one year to the next. CORE components are what works to increase success in the offender population: Client Assessment and case management; cognitive skills and employment.   81% (490) of the 607 enrolled in core services – 307 in jail and 183 (61%) at CRP.   Staff are highly trained and skilled and reflective of the community they serve. Cognitive Skill – what works with offenders – three staff are now trained as trainers and have gained national attention.  With Building 24 – teach class 2 x week = complete in 3 weeks instead of 6 weeks.  Each class is 1.5 hrs.  Increase the completion by 46%.  Challenging class – requires self reflection that is shared with others, homework and active class participation including role playing. Employment: Reconfiguring staff pattern to increase employment readiness and placement, especially in full time jobs.    Employment services includes “employment readiness” classes (attitude, resumes, aptitudes, decisions/ history, etc).  Staff work to identify and build strong relationships with employers.  After completion staff work to match participants with employers; place and support to promote sustainability.  Goal is full time employment with benefits.   Must complete job orientation to receive placement services.  In addition, post release focus on enrollment in trade schools and higher education.  Increase job placement by 30%Demonstrate a recidivism reduction of 3%.    Track and calculate jail earn time (3/30 day sentence) = $123,900/year ($59 marginal costs) through earn time credit. 



CPCC Front-End User:  
Safety Net 

Goal: Reduce the impact of high risk and need offenders via the Front-End User 
pilot program.  

Population: •Highest utilizers of County Court services 
with high treatment needs 
•Largely homeless, male, and addiction-driven 
with mental health challenges 

Participants: •Target is 36 persons 
•Pilot began last week with 8 clients 

Projected  
Savings 
Impacts: 

•$3,146.40 Jail Savings 
•$4,786.53 Arrest Savings 
•$10,426.81 Medical Savings 
 
$20,963.14 Total Projected Savings   
                           (per person) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regi Huerter, CPCCHighest utilizers of County Court services with high treatment needs.  Largely homeless, male (average age 48) and addiction (mostly alcohol, but also drug) high levels of mental health challenges. Pilot is designed to cut costs by a min of 40% (break even) – target min of 36 persons.  More may be served depending on Medicaid coverage.  Pilot began last week with 8 clients.  Pilot consists of a problem-solving court model with supportive housing and Assertive Community Treatment  (ACT) post-jail release.   Supportive housing includes treatment, housing, insurance enrollment, etc.  Based on pilot outcomes, create a stabilization model through a comprehensive funding strategy – target 2015.  Estimate $754,668 in cost avoidance by addressing this populations needs.  



Public Safety Youth Programs: 
Kids and Diversion Services 
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GOAL: Increase successful diversion program  
            completion rate by 2% in 2014  

STRATEGY:    1. Staff Trainings  
                      2. Expedited Diversion and Same-Day  
   Assessments 
 
INVESTED:    Leveraged 2013 funds to conduct 
       longitudinal study (3 year recidivism 
                       rate).  Reallocated $5,400 from 2013 
                       budget for trainings. 
 
IMPACT:         Recidivism rate 13.7% among youth who 
                       completed program (comp. to 26.2% for 
                       youth who did not complete) so higher 
                       completion rate = lower recidivism rate 

Purpose: Oversight of programs aimed at keeping youth from 
entering or further penetrating the juvenile justice system. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charlotte Stephens, PSYPDiversion’s focus is on successful completion rates because youth that do not complete diversion have recidivism rates’ roughly double those who successfully complete as determined by independent program evaluations.While the independent evaluator’s recommendation is to increase successful completion rate between 1-1.5%, Public Safety Youth Programs chose the more  aggressive 2% goal because we would like to reach a 75% successful completion rate up from our current 73%.The expedited diversion and same-day assessment strategies were selected based upon two-fold benefits to youth and parents:  Expedited Diversion: research shows the quicker you intervene with services for youth after their infraction, the more likely they are to successfully complete and less likely to get another ticket.    Hence, the parents of youth who qualify for the program are notified by telephone within a few days of the ticket being issued and offered diversion.   Customer service benefit is that the diversion process takes about 2 hours and if youth successful complete, they do not have to ever go to court.  Same day assessment: this strategy provide a customer service benefit to parents in that they only have to set aside 3-4   hours and if youth successfully complete the diversion program, they do not continually have to take off work to attend court and/or meet with Diversion Officers.



Denver Juvenile Services Center: 
Safety Net 

Proactive Community Partnership 
Pilot 
 

• DPSYP attended DPD roll calls in 
educating about YS programs 
and providing “resource cards” 
for distribution 

 

• Resulted in 23 cases managed 
and 52 citizen-generated 
contacts referred to other City 
and private entities (My Denver 
card, OED, DHS, etc.) 
 

2013 2014 

3 DPD Districts 6 DPD Districts and 
13 School Resource 
Officers 

200 Cards 
 

1000 cards and 6 
community 
newspaper ads 

75 citizen-generated 
contacts 

94 citizen-generated 
contacts 

2014 GOALS: Increase case management and  
citizen-generated contacts by 25% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charlotte Stephens, PSYPParents and youth now have the opportunity to get services they need to help their children from ever having to enter the juvenile justice or child welfare systems.  All parents need do is call 720-913-8961 and ASK FOR HELP.



Gang Reduction Initiative of Denver: 
Safety Net 

Targeted Suppression 
Adult Systems Navigation Team/Ceasefire 

Gang Intervention 
Juvenile Intervention Support Team 

 
Secondary Prevention 
Prevention Coordination Team 

 
Primary Prevention 
Gang Resistance Education 
and Training program 
(G.R.E.A.T.) 

 

      Gang Leaders & Serious 
               
Offenders 

Gang-Involved Youth 

High-Risk Youth 

All Youth 

Community Mobilization 
Community–Based Gang Resource Teams  

GRID’s Comprehensive Gang Model 
Coordinated Service Delivery Continuum 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paul Callanan, GRID- In 2008, Denver began to reframe its gang violence reduction framework shifting  from a fragmented, singular approach to a comprehensive collective  model.  GRID’s gang violence reduction model was developed during 2010-2011, programs were piloted and refined between 2012-2013 with 2014 marking the year for full project implementation.  The gang violence reduction model consists of 24 programs with the current GRID network exceeding 400 community-based and government agencies and organizations. -  Key to the success of the gang violence reduction model is the ongoing facilitation and coordination of the project’s many partnerships and programs.  The power of the model comes not from the sheer number of participants or the uniformity of their efforts, but from the coordination of their differentiated activities through a mutually reinforcing plan of action.  In 2014, the city provided general funding for two (2) FTE to carry out the necessary facilitation and coordination thus ensuring long-term sustainability for the violence reduction effort.



GRID Metrics: 
Sustainability 

GRID Coordinated Services Outcomes 
2011 – 
2013 

2014 
Goals 

Elementary and middle school 
students completing G.R.E.A.T. 

>2,500 700-
800 

Denver youth and families 
receiving coordinated gang 
intervention 

>600 250-
300 

High-risk gang members provided 
job training and placement 

>150 25-35 

Youth-serving case managers 
trained to work with gang-affiliated 
youth and families 

>5,000 400-
500 

Coordinated law enforcement 
activities 

>15 8-10 

Partner groups and agencies within 
the GRID network 

>400 40-50 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paul Callanan, GRID-Attached are sample outputs accomplished by the collaborative effort thus far.  It is these various outputs that will collectively result in violence reduction. The various strategies within the GRID Initiative have goal numbers of persons and family to be trained, provided with wrap-around services, and also partnerships and activities.  For example, through 2013 more than 2,500 middle and elementary students were completed the G.R.E.A.T. training program, and the GRID Initiative’s goal is to train 700-800 additional students during 2014.  Another example is job placement, where more than 150 high-risk gang members were provided job training and placement between 2011 and 2013.  In 2014, the GRID partners are focusing on 25-35 gang members who have spent a significant period of time incarcerated, and who will need a significant investment of resources regarding potential employment opportunities. - The GRID Initiative is awaiting a comprehensive review of the various strategies and the overall effectiveness of the gang violence reduction model by Temple University and John Jay College, which will be released in 2016.  One of the  major metrics measured by these institutions will be incidents of violent, gang-involved crime and how those numbers have changed from 2008, when the City moved to a coordinated approach to reducing gang-related violent crimes.  Although the final results are not yet known and the individual strategies not yet fully evaluated regarding their role (if any) in reducing gang-involved crime, what we do know is that violent gang-related incidents are steadily decreasing since 2008.  We project a further reduction for 2014.  If the model performs to the evidence-based expectations, Denver should see a 20% to 60% reduction in gang-involved violent crime by 2016.  



Cadet Program: 
Jobs 
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GOAL: Increase African-American and Female Cadet Program Representation 

STRATEGY: 1. Build new DPS Partnerships in 54 DPS high 
schools and programs 
 

2. Assign a Cadet liaison to every DPS high 
school  

DEADLINE: 3rd Q 2014 
 
DEADLINE: 3rd Q 2014 

BUDGET 
 

None. Reallocate existing Cadet resources. 
           

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don Ronyak, Cadet ProgramThe Cadet Program is an important applicant base for Denver Police and Fire academies.  One goal of the Program is to provide a diverse and well-prepared poll of potential recruits for those agencies.  By increasing the racial and gender diversity of applicants into the Cadet Program, we believe we will increase the same characteristics in the applicant pool for the sworn academies.



Cadet Program: 
Kids 

GOAL: Provide Cadets with the educational options which will have the greatest 
impact 

STRATEGY: 1. Expand eligible college options for the 
2015 Cadet class 
 

2. Increase the number of EMT certified 
eligible Cadets from 1 to 15 
 

3. Expand Partnership with DH Paramedic 
Division 

1. DEADLINE: Q3 2014 
 
 

2. DEADLINE: Q3 2014 
 
 

3. DEADLINE: Q2 2014 

BUDGET 
IMPACT: 

Anticipated cost savings by adding eligible colleges with lower tuition, 
increasing EMT certification options, and developing Fire Department recruits 
who enter the Academy with an EMT certification.  DFD savings for EMT-
certified recruits = $15,582.00 per recruit.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don Ronyak, Cadet ProgramIncrease diversity within the Cadet Program by developing DPS outreach opportunitiesIncrease educational opportunities within the Cadet Program to allow for community college and specialized safety related certifications
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Community Corrections: 
Sheriff Home Detention Program 

2012 2013 

Participants 60 306 

Completion 90% 91.5% 

Jail Bed Days 2,637 14,367 

Savings 
(using $14/day 
marginal cost) 

$36,918.00 $201,138.00 

291 Participants 
96% Success Rate 
13,731 Jail Bed Days Saved 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greg Mauro, Community CorrectionsProgram was part of Safety PEAK 1.0, Follow up as will DSD during their PEAK presentationGoal was to increase utilization of program to assist with the efficient management of jail bed resourcesCollaborative program with DSD, DCC, and Community Corrections (no duplication)CC role- provide case management and Electronic Monitoring services



Pre-Trial Monitoring: 
Safety Net 

Cat 1 Cat 2 Cat 3 Cat 4 
CISPR Projected Statewide 20% 49% 23% 8% 
CISPR Projected Denver  12% 53% 29% 6% 
CPAT Denver 11% 40% 28% 21% 
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Denver CPAT Data 10/2012-10/2013  
 (7700 Risk-Based Assessments) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greg Mauro, Community CorrectionsGoals Reduce unnecessary pretrial detention while maximizing court appearance and public safetyProvide pretrial risk information to Court  during bond setting  Background:Nationally, pretrial populations in jail approach 50% of the incarcerated population,  a large percentage of time the defendant will be in a community based supervision setting after disposition of the case CISPR Study- 10 counties collected data and developed a Colorado “grown” pretrial risk assessment (CPAT) – 4 risk levels 1-4. 1 being the lowest risk, 4 being the higher risk Predicts likelihood of appearance and new arrest during pretrial period Risk assessment is an Evidence Based Practice in Criminal Justice,  pretrial risk assessment is consistent with NAPSA and ABA standards as well as new bail laws in Colorado Denver was second jurisdiction in Colorado to implement CPAT in late Fall 2012 7700 assessments during first 12 months 



CC Alternative Corrections: 
Safety Net 

CPAT 1 CPAT 2 CPAT 3 CPAT 4 
Actual Appearance Rate 95% 91% 83% 81% 
Projected Appearance 

Rate 95% 85% 77% 51% 
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Appearance Rates by CPAT Category 
Cases Termed 10/2012-10/2013 

CPAT 1 CPAT 2 CPAT 3 CPAT 4 
Actual Public Safety Rate 97% 95% 89% 82% 
Projected Public Safety 

Rate 91% 80% 69% 58% 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Greg Mauro, Community CorrectionsPretrial is performing at higher than predicted ( CISPR study) levels of compliance for appearance rates and public safety rates



911 Speed of Answer (NFPA): 
Actual Public Safety 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carl Simpson, Denver 911Background:  In 2010, City Council adopted the National Fire Prevention Association (NFPA) metric for dispatching fire response to emergency calls as the Emergency Response Management group (ERMS) metric for Denver 911. NFPA standard 7.4.1 states “Ninety-five percent of alarms received on emergency lines shall be answered within 15 seconds, and 99 percent of alarms shall be answered within 40 seconds.”To meet this standard, Denver 911 has implemented the following:1. Improved “Not Ready” time from 27% average in 2006 to 4% currently [equivalent to adding 13 FTE’s]2.  Reduced call processing time (from phone answer to dispatch) from 1.9 to 1.2 minutes3. Increased staffing levels from approx. 70% of authorized strength to 98%4. Analyzed call flow using workforce management/predictive analytics software to optimize staffing (shift start times, break times) Proposed additional improvements:1. Analyze authorized strength allocation (has remained the same since 1992)2. Expand physical infrastructure (if only 19 workstations exist, merely hiring more people won’t address the metric)3. Investigate running both the Communications Center and the backup center simultaneously at peak call days/times 4. Evaluate the metric – are we measuring the right thing?   



911 Speed of Answer (NENA):  
Actual Public Safety 
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10 Second Goal 
% Of 911 Calls Answered in 10 Seconds or Less 

94.4% 

94.6% 

94.8% 

95.0% 

95.2% 

95.4% 

95.6% 
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20 Second Goal 

% Of 911 Calls Answered in 20 Seconds or Less 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carl Simpson, Denver 911Emergency Response Management (ERMS) group established a subgroup to study the NFPA metric and possible alternatives.  Fire Department and EMS/Paramedics have their own metrics, should Denver 911 be measured by a standalone metric as well? The National Emergency Number Association (NENA) has developed emergency call center metrics specifically for 911 calltaking.  The NENA standard requires that 90 percent of emergency calls be answered within 10 seconds and 95 percent of emergency calls be answered within 20 seconds. Denver 911 measures the NENA standard as it is the best indicator of how quickly the Emergency Calltaker (ECO) is making the connection to the person who needs help.  This is different than the NFPA standard, which measures the amount of time that passes from the time the phone is answered until the time first responders are assigned to physically respond to the call.   



911 Call Processing Times:  
Safety Net 

90 sec 
•2009: Initial goal set 
•RIEs as tool to move the metric 

70 sec 

•2010: Second Goal set (20% 
reduction) 

•Staff at every level collaborated on 
strategies, policies, and training 
materials 

60 sec 

•2012: Third goal set: anticipate 
meeting 2014 Q4   

•Use of standardized “interview” format 
calltaking  (specifically address, phone 
number, nature and incident 
snapshot) to obtain key information 

86.1 

83.2 

65.1 

60.9 

55 
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2010 2011 2012 2013 

Seconds To 
Queue (Ready to 
be Dispatched) 

2012 Goal 

2014 Goal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carl Simpson, Denver 911Denver 911 has engaged in efforts to reduce the call processing time (from picking up the phone at Denver 911 to transferring the basic information to the appropriate agency dispatcher for resource assignment) from 90 seconds to 60 seconds.   It is important to note that Denver 911’s emergency calltakers speak to the caller, take down the basic information regarding the emergency, and enter the information into the CAD (Computer-Aided Dispatch) system.  This is different than the dispatcher, who receives the information from CAD and communicates with the necessary resources (Police, Fire, Paramedic) to respond to the emergency.  The dispatcher never speaks directly with the caller, and the emergency calltaker never speaks directly with the assigned first responders.  The emergency calltaker, after entering the initial incident information into CAD, stays on the line with the caller, obtaining additional information and updates and providing basic first aid and stabilizing information to the caller to bridge the gap until the first responders arrive.  Meanwhile, the dispatcher is receiving any updates and additional information from the CAD and forwarding that information to the first responders to coordinate their arrival on-scene.     



Denver 911 Optimal Staffing: 
Safety Net 
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New Schedule 

Previous Schedule 

47 Employees Had 
ZERO Hours of 

Weekly Contact Time 
With Direct 

Previous Team Schedule:   
63.4% of Employees Had Less Than 28 
Hours  of Weekly Contact Time With 
Direct Supervisor  
 
New Team Schedule:  
70.4% of Employees Have at Least 28 
Hours of Weekly Contact Time With 
Direct Supervisor  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carl Simpson, Denver 911 Feedback from the OHR Employee Survey indicated that Denver 911 employees wanted more contact with their supervisors.  Because employees periodically “bid” to move to new shifts, the supervisor assigned to complete their performance evaluation, over time, had less and less direct contact time working with that employee.  Denver 911’s management team determined that only 3 employees worked all 40 hours with their supervisor each week, and in fact 47 employees had ZERO hours of weekly contact time with their direct supervisor. Denver 911 used the “team concept” approach enacted by DPD and realigned the supervisory assignments with contact hours.  Now, 70% of the employees have at least 28 hours of contact per week with their supervisor and no employees have zero contact hours. Denver 911 also began using an accountability system for the supervisory team.  Each month, the management team meets with the supervisors to discuss the performance of the employees on their teams – work performance, attendance, complaints, commendations, etc.   Denver 911 believes that supervisors who can observe and correct or praise employee performance immediately will have more impact on that employee’s performance, and increase employee engagement, customer service, and job proficiency.   



Wrap-Up 

• External Sustainability Snapshot 
 

• Internal Sustainability Snapshot 
 

• Where we are going 
 

• Conclusion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- For the final few minutes of our presentation, I will provide you with a snapshot of some focus areas for the Department of Safety.



Minority/Women/Small Businesses Snapshot: 
External Sustainability 

Create a Process 

Partner with 
Purchasing to ensure 
The Department of 

Safety  is in 
compliance with 

Executive Order 101 
and new Purchasing 

Ordinance. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- The Department of Safety has taken initial steps to maintain compliance with the Citywide Purchasing compliance plan expected in 08/2014 and Executive Order 101.- We have reached out to Purchasing, General Services, and the City Attorney’s Office to understand the requirements for Safety agencies and departments.  - Purchasing has no existing baseline regarding Safety-related contracts and their Minority and Women Owned Business status, however the Executive Director’s Office is prepared to support the metrics and tracking once established by Purchasing and assist the Safety agencies and departments in compliance.   



Internal Sustainability Snapshot: 
Increasing Employee Engagement 

•STARS/PEPR paper-
based system (pre-
2011) was lengthy, 
evaluations were 
inconsistent and 
sometimes late or 
not submitted 

•E-Performance 
model streamlined 
forms and review 
cycle and increased 
supervisor 
accountability 

Initial Analysis 

•Safety HR response 
time supported 
twenty-four/seven 
operations 

•HR conducted 
trainings for Safety 
civilian and sworn 
supervisors at 
various locations 
and times 

•HR worked with 
supervisors to align 
evaluations and 
expectations  to job 
duties 
 

Customer Service 
(Focus on Process) 

 
 
 

•Promote supervisor 
continuous and direct 
feedback to each 
employee throughout the 
year (minimum quarterly) 

•Promote culture of self-
accountability (self-evals, 
employee engagement in 
PEPR content and 
metrics) 

•Engaging employees in 
developing career path 
goals and understanding 
their role in City’s and 
Department’s mission 
 

2014 Goal  
(Focus on People) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- In the 2011 and 2012 performance rating periods, Safety exceeded the Mayor’s budgeted merit increase amount.  Safety Human Resources used several strategies to correct this: they conducted training sessions for supervisors and managers at non-standard business hours (to minimize agency overtime costs) and at various Safety locations (to minimize agency employee drive time and gas consumption) and made HR staff available to answer questions and provide support during non-standard business hours.  Safety HR also worked with supervisors and managers to align employee performance evaluations with the essential functions of their positions and actual performance, as well as increase the supervisory toolkit with items such as 360 evaluations.  In 2013, Safety HR partnered with OHR’s Analytics team and surveyed the managers and supervisors in Safety about their perceptions regarding the employee evaluation process.  Out of 277 sent, 141 responses were received.  Safety HR then tailored training and support services based on those responses and in 2013, Safety’s merit increase amount was actually below the Mayor’s budgeted amount. Safety HR’s 2014 goals in this area include focusing on employee and supervisor communication, the interim PEPR requirement, and continuing training efforts to insure that all supervisors (civilian and sworn) of Career Service employees have received training on E-Performance. 



Internal Sustainability Snaphot: 
Succession Planning 

Eligible to 
Retire 

Projection if 10% of these 
employees retire 

Strategy 

Career 
Service 
(all 
Safety) 

52 (Rof75) 
 

5 (average annual cost 
includes 30% benefits [AAC] 
= $420,446) 

1. Safety HR partnership with the OHR 
Talent Acquisition to promote Safety 
civilian jobs 
 

2. Target essential positions for 
proactive/priority recruitment 

DFD 
(sworn) 
 
DPD 
(sworn) 
 
DSD 
(sworn) 

98 (DROP)* 
192 (Eligible) 
 
120(DROP)* 
272 (Eligible) 
 
42 (Rof75) 

10 (AAC = $1,231,926) 
19 (AAC = $2,233,671) 
 
12 (AAC = $1,473,847) 
27 (AAC = $3,200,387) 
 
4 (AAC = 382,634) 
 
 

1. Work collaboratively with Chief of DFD, 
DPD and Civil Service Director to analyze, 
develop  and implement strategic 
forecasting mechanism for succession 
planning purposes 

 
2.    HR partnership with Civil Service 

Commission and Cadet Program Manager 
to align recruitment goals and strategies 
 

3.    Extend HR partnership with Safety 
agencies to enhance recruitment efforts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Career Service and DSD sworn eligible to retire: civilian employees in all Safety who meet the “Rule of 75” (years of service + age)- DFD and DPD eligible to retire: sworn classified service employees who have entered DROP.  This mandates a deadline for the employee to separate (5 years from entry date) though employee is not required to stay until that date.  We also highlight the number of sworn employees who are eligible to enter the DROP program but have not yet done so.  There is no requirement to enter and stay in the DROP program for a period of time before retirement, therefore we need to analyze both retirement-eligible and declared retirement-pending employees.- In the Department of Safety, our goal around succession planning is to be proactive rather than reactive.  By making the assumption that 10% of our retirement-eligible employees population will separate from the Department, we can forecast and plan the necessary recruitment, onboarding, and institutional knowledge transfers with our partners in the Safety agencies and departments, OHR and the Civil Service Commission.  We know through the PeopleSoft system which of our employees are currently eligible to retire and soon to be eligible, so these are position vacancies we as a Department can plan for and plan around.- Succession planning is a critical internal sustainability effort because otherwise we lose the institutional knowledge and valuable skills of employees who have spent years performing the work in Safety agencies and departments.  DPD total 392 (DROP + eligible)DFD total 290 (DROP + eligible)



Department of Public Safety: 
Continuous Process Innovation 

Where we are GOING: When we will Get There: 

Department of Public Safety Strategic Plan 2.0 Q4 2014 

9 Department-wide metrics Q2 2014 

Updating and analyzing succession data to minimize impacts of 
predictable essential position turnover 

Q3 2014 

Developing a Customer Experience working group and establishing 
Department-wide metrics and procedures for measuring feedback 

Q3 2014 

Proactive and collaborative alignment of resources and capacity within the 
Mayor’s plan around youth education and deterrence regarding marijuana 

Q3 2014 

Conducting a comprehensive Value Stream and Return on Investment 
analysis regarding the Cadet program mission and structure 

Q4 2014 

Conducting a comprehensive resource and gap analysis around mental 
health and the Denver criminal justice system 

Q4 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have highlighted a large Innovation Plan for you today, and we have the aggressive goal of meeting these innovation goals in 2014.  
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